Ms. Mollie’s Learning at Home Activity
Dance – Artist Show Movement

Related Art Lesson Airs October 1, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
- White paper or blue and green construction
- Yellow – (1) 3*3 square, 3*2 rectangle, 4 - 4.5”*.5”rectangles, and 1” * 4.5” rectangle
  These do not need to be exact. Large square for body, smaller forehead, 4 thin rectangles for legs and a thicker one for neck.
- Crayons and/or markers
- Glue Stick
- Scissors
- Messy mat

Directions:
1. Create background for giraffe. Either draw and color grass and sky or glue smaller green paper to blue paper for the ground. Add moon with white crayon or paper.
2. Using large square, cut corners off to create a round shape for giraffe body. Do the same for the head.
3. Place arms and legs on the body to show dancing. Play around with the placement--Arms out to side, legs apart, head up. Have fun playing before you decide what dance move you want your giraffe to do.
4. Glue shapes into place.
5. Using markers or crayons, add details like, spots, hooves, tail, facial features and ears.

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning